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The Current Status of                                              in Kentucky 

A Local District’s View 



Additional Funds Are Needed to Restore 
State SEEK funding to the same 2008 buying 
power – “Back on Track”

SEEK Base per Student was $3,822 in 2008.
In 2023, the SEEK Base when adjusted for 
inflation should be $5,400.  State SEEK was 
only $4,100 per student in 2023 for a 
difference of an additional $1,300 required 
just to keep pace with inflation.

The SEEK Base serves as a derivative for the 
SEEK Add-Ons: Children with disabilities; 
Students living in poverty, Students 
designated as free lunch , and EL students.

SEEK Transportation funding (A KY law 
requirement is supposed to be 
reimbursement of actual cost) remains 
funded at 69% when the law requires 100%. 
This should be an additional $2,334,158 
annually, for Bullitt County. We DO 
appreciate the Legislature’s effort to 
increase this funding from 55% to 69% in 
the last legislative session.

We recognize we did not get here overnight. 
This is a 15-year problem. We ask that the 
Legislature begin moving in this direction 
over the next 2 - 4 year period.

We know that Teacher/Staff recruitment and 
retention is a significant problem. This 
funding gap is the primary issue. If we can 
get “Back on Track”, we can significantly 
help this problem.

We do appreciate the Legislature’s efforts to 
maintain the funding for the TRS actuarial 
required contribution (ARC). However, we 
must make strides to achieve funding for 
BOTH the TRS requirement and to ensure 
that our students have the full, inflationary 
adjusted SEEK funding required to provide 
KY’s students the excellent education they 
deserve.
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“Back on Track” means getting State SEEK funding back to 
the same buying power as 2008 levels of K-12 funding

“Back on Track” Reports were Provided by CBE to ALL 171
Kentucky Superintendents.

“Back on Track” Reports Include a Statewide Report
and a District Specific Report.

These reports are Based on Changes in the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) from 2008 to 2023 and solely focus on
the Kentucky SEEK funding formula during this most
recent 15-year period.





Teacher/Staff Salaries Are Far Behind the Marketplace (nationally 25% lower as 
compared to other professions with comparable education)

Negative Impact on Local District Property Tax Rates (15 years). Local communities are 
picking up larger share.

Inversion of State Spending vs. Local Spending Per Pupil.

Greater Separation in Wealth Inequalities Among KY School Districts (Equity).

Increased Stress on Transportation Operations (69% Funded).

Increasingly Difficult to Meet the Academic Needs of Students (People & Instructional Resources)

State Mandates continue to strain already stretched resources (Munis, IC, Safety, Mental 
Health, Health Services)
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The Funding 
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Problems







“Crisis in the Bluegrass” Produced by KASA

https://youtu.be/ECZZrTjVcM8?si=aspIA8exVp7UhSmh

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECZZrTjVcM8


Who will educate our students 
when all the teachers are gone?







The Ask Is Simple…

1. Provide funding necessary to establish a minimum 
teacher starting salary of $45,000

2. Commit to Getting State Funding “Back on Track” over 
the next 2 Bienniums so we can adequately 
compensate our professionals




